Long-read sequencing technologies enable to comprehensively discover structural variations (SVs).
respectively. Overall, cuteSV and PBSV had close power in SVs detection on HiFi data and got one step ahead of Sniffles and SVIM.
The GIAB evidence callsets help construct a baseline of assessment, which describes the performance (see Figure 3B and Supplementary Table 2 ). In terms of less than 1000 bp insertions and deletions, similar between the two employed aligners (i.e. 2 on cuteSV, 27 on Sniffles, and 13 on PBSV, 156 respectively). However, 939 more FP calls on SVIM with NGMLR were found, which decreased the 157 precision dramatically.
158
In view of Mendelian consistency, we compared the effect of aligner selection in MDR as well (see 159 Figure 3C ). For all approaches, using NGMLR could result in the lowest MDRs in identifying deletions 160 and translocations significantly, which degraded 0.35% to 7.52%. For the combination of insertions and 161 duplications, and inversions, we could not find a significant bias in both aligners. In terms of total calls, 162 NGMLR could help cuteSV and PBSV to generate variants with higher Mendelian consistency due to 163 the 2% to 3% of MDR reduction. However, PBMM2 was a better choice for SVIM since the over 15% 164 MDR reduction. Sniffles was compatible with these two mappers because there was no obvious 165 difference between them.
166

Benchmarking of Parameter optimization
167
To make certain the influence of parameter settings and provide advice of implementation of cuteSV in 168 practice, we assessed the performance of variant calling under two pivotal parameters setting, i.e. -169 min_support (-s) and -min_size (-l), on multiple coverages of HG002 CLR datasets.
170
The parameter of -min_support indicates the minimal number of reads supporting an SV that to be 171 reported. From the results shown in Figure 4A and Supplementary Table 3 , keeping-min_size (with 30 172 bp as the default) constant, cuteSV accomplished the best performance when set -s1 to -s10 at 5×, 10×,
173
20×, 30×, 40×, and 69× coverage, respectively. And a clear trade-off between precision and recall on -174 min_support setting was observed, where set a lower number could enhance a higher sensitivity whereas 175 might decrease precision respectively, and vice versa.
176
Another parameter of -min_size means the minimal size of SV signature considered in clustering. We 177 compared the performance between two different -min_size (i.e. -l 30 and -l 50) settings under the same another obvious trade-off between precision and recall was implied as well that a smaller number of -181 min_size setting improved sensitivity and brought accuracy down, and vice versa. Nevertheless, for F-182 measure, the scores were close to each other at each depth and only less than 1% of the change rate was 183 discovered. 57.66%). PBSV, Sniffles, and SVIM were behind cuteSV, in turn. One point that could not be ignored Long-read sequencing technologies provide us with an unprecedented view of genetic variation in the In this paper, we provide a sensitive, fast and lightweight approach to discover high-quality SV with 283 long sequencing reads. It employs a stepwise refinement clustering algorithm to process the 284 comprehensive signatures from inter-and intra-alignment, construct and screen all possible alleles thus 285 completes high-quality SV calling. Benchmark results shows that cuteSV achieves superior sensitivity, 286 accuracy, and power compared to existing methods even on low coverage sequencing data. We expect it 287 brings a lot of potentials for cuteSV to improve the vigorous advancement of genome research.
184
288
Materials and methods
289
Long-read mapping
290
As a sensitive SV caller, cuteSV imputes SV candidates mainly from the signatures implied in intra-and 291 inter-alignments. We investigate start-of-the-art aligners, which contain high-quality base calling 292 (nucleotide-level alignment) and abundant supplementary alignments, to perform long-read mapping.
293
After long-read mapping, Samtools is used to perform the alignment format conversion, coordinate 294 sorting and index building. Then input the coordinate-sorted BAM file into cuteSV to analyze SVs.
295
Discovering SV signatures 296 cuteSV complete signatures discovering mainly from two types of alignment, i.e. intra-alignment and 297 inter-alignment. For intra-alignment, if a deletion or insertion that over 30 bp in length was found in 298 CIGAR filed, a corresponding SV signature will be recorded as a triple, such as 
where is a threshold value to control the integration (500 bp, in default). After integration, a 305 modifying signature will be generated as 
316
(1) If two adjacent segments on the read level are aligned to the same chromosome and share the same 317 orientation, cuteSV will compare the , a description of the distance on the genome level minus 318 the distance on the read level, which is 
Similarly, when < 30 and ≤ −30 , which means a redundant sub-read with 327 no mapping in a local reference, cuteSV recognizes a insertion signature as
329
(2) If two adjacent segments on the read level are mapped to the same position on the genome level ) , ≤ −50
340
(4) If two adjacent segments on the read level are mapped to different chromosomes, and the distance 341 on the read level is below 100 bp, cuteSV recognizes a translocation or BND signature based on the 342 combination of orientation as
, ℎ , , ) , "0 ≥ " ( ℎ , , ℎ , , ) , "1 ≤ " ( ℎ , , ℎ , , ) , "1 ≥ " ( ℎ , , ℎ , , ) , "2 ≤ " ( ℎ , , ℎ , , ) , "2 ≥ " ( ℎ , , ℎ , , ) , "3 ≤ " ( ℎ , , ℎ , , ) , "3 ≥ "
344
where 0, 1, 2, 3 indicates the combination of strands "++", "+-", "-+", "--", respectively, "≤" and "≥" 345 means the chromosome ID of ℎ is in front of that of ℎ and vice versa.
346
(5) For some more complicated events, e.g. a read with three segments or more and containing a 
381
(2) For duplications and inversions, cuteSV focuses on the diversity of start breakpoints in their first-382 round of clustering, that is, cuteSV will integrate the signatures if their start breakpoints are less than 500 383 bp apart. Since the large size and complexity of duplications and inversions, it is necessary to run a new 384 round of clustering based on end breakpoints to figure out different alleles, even though sharing the 385 similar start breakpoints. cuteSV recognizes corresponding alleles when meeting Eq. 16, where is one 386 third for duplications and zero for inversions.
387
(3) For translocations, cuteSV focuses on the diversity of breakpoints in the first chromosome in the 
where is the first breakpoint, is the next breakpoint, means the scope of extension (20 bp, in default), and indicates the maximum length of chromosome took into consideration.
402
cuteSV counts the number of unique ID of reads that present in . The genotype of each SV mainly insertions and deletions for assessment. Then, BGZIP and TABIX are employed to compress and index 428 the processed VCF files.
429
In evaluation, only SV calls belonging to 50 bp to 10 kbp in size, and contained within the GIAB high 
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